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five frOm
barracks after detecting low levels
toxic fumes
BaSe OffiCialS evaguate
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Article published on Monday, April 2gth, 2008
By RALPH GIBBS
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Residents of the Kodiak coast Guard Base living in open-bay transient
living quarters close to the Base dining facility were evacuated April 1B
after officials detected higher than normal traces of the chemicat toxin
tetrachloroethylene (TcE) in a mechanical room in the basement.

The building is normally used to temporarily house members of the
Coast Guard.

"we have taken some of the transient folks in an area that was next
detected some, basicary, dry creaning sorvent-type
fumes, at a low level," Base executive officer cmdr. scott williams said.
"We thought as a precaution, as we do more testing, we would

to an area we
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evacuate those five people that were there for a very minimal time.,,

williams said chemical detectors measured about half of the

maximum allowable exposure.

"The allowable working conditions from (the occupational safety and
Health Administration) are about, I don't know, a thousand times what
we found," Williams said.
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He said, coast Guard officiars were not too concerned about the
detection, but wanted to error on the side of caution.
Base commander capt. Mark carmel said the five people were moved
into other rooms in the comolex.

"But we didn't move anyone out of the first or second floor of that
building," Carmel said.

on

Friday, carmel herd

a

provided updated information.

meeting

with buirding

It was a meeting

residents and

williams said media

members could not attend.

"It's more of an internal thing,,' he said.
williams said that as

a

precaution, officials

will also test the

boat

house, the theater and the galley, which is next to the barracks.

TcE, also known as percholrethylene (pcE), is a common chrorinated
http:/ /www. kodiakdailym irror.com /?pid:19&id:613
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solvent used in dry cleaning and textile processing.

According to the American Cancer Society, TCE is
suspected of
causing several types of cancers, based on both human and animal

evidence.

The studies conducted in the workprace, in communities

contaminated drinking water and with dry-cleaning workers.

with

Studies found excesses of esophageal, cervicar and lung cancer.

However, the possibirity that these cancers were caused by other
chemical exposure or behavioral risk factors could not be ruled out.

In carmel's briefing to buirding residents, he said the vapor sampring,
which was conducted for the first time, detected revers of TCE above
"the action level."
"what that told us is initial indications are that we need to take some
kind of action to reduce vapor infiltration into that buirding,,, carmel

said.

carmel said building residents were most concerned about drinkinq
water since the groundwater was contaminateo.

"we let them know that the drinking water is in absorutery no way
affected because, frrst of all, it's drawn from Buskin Lake and it,s arl
piped in from the Base after it goes through a rigorous, regurated
treatment process," he said.
He said because pipes are pressurized, contaminated water could nor
leach into water pipes.
The coast Guard regurarry tests the water at the taps, carmer said.

The coast Guard's probrem with TCE is not a new deveropment.
According to the Alaska Department of Environmental conservation
contaminated Site Database, the area has been known about since the
early 1990s.
According

to the

database, soirs

contaminated by TCE and pCE.

and groundwater have been

"carbon tetrachloride may also have been disposed on the ground at
this facility. other contaminants and petroleum hydrocarbons have also
been detected."

coast Guard officials have been trying to clean up the site for the last
12 years and don't have an estimate on how much longer the cleanup
will take.
To clean up the site, about half an acre, they are pumping pressurized

air into the ground trying to get the chemical to bond with the air.
After the water binds with the air,

it

rises

to the surface and is then

caught by charcoal canisters.
The area has caused some problems over the years.

Last year, while attempting to clean up some of the contaminants,
there was a release of contaminated products into Womens Bay.

carmel said that during heavy rains, contaminated water continues to
be released into the bay because of a broken storm pipe,
He said they are coming up with a plan to fix the problem,

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached by e-mail at
http:/ /www.kodiakdailymirror.com/?pid=

19&id=613
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